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Abstract

10 camera views

Due to technology advances, reconstructing threedimensional representations of physical environments in
real time using cheap and non-professional cameras and
PCs becomes possible. These advances will make 3D tele-immersive environments available for everyone in
the near future. However, the data captured by a TeleImmersion (TI) system can be very large. Compression
is needed to ensure real-time transmission of the data.
Due to this real-time requirement, compressing TI data
can be a challenging task and no current techniques can
effectively address this issue. In this paper, we propose
a model driven compression. The main idea of this approach is to take advantage of prior knowledge of objects,
e.g., human figures, in the physical environments and to
represent their motions using just a few parameters. The
proposed compression method provides tunable and high
compression ratios (from 50:1 to 5000:1) with reasonable
reconstruction quality. Moreover, the proposed method
can estimate motions from the noisy data captured by our
TI system in real time.

full body reconstruction

Figure 1: Point data captured from our TI system with 10 calibrated camera clusters. All clusters are registered to a global coordinate system. The full 3-D reconstruction is simply a union
of the individual reconstructions without any post processing,
e.g., hole filling or noisy point removal, due to the real-time constraint.

One of the major bottlenecks of the current 3-D TI systems is in transmitting the huge amount of data in real
time. For example, our system, which generates 640×480
pixel depth and color maps from 10 camera clusters in a
rate of 15 frames per second (fps), requires a 220 MB/s
bandwidth. Several methods [15, 24] have been proposed
to address this problem using image and video compression techniques, but the data volume remains to be prohibitedly large. Currently, our system, using the compression
method by Yang et al. [24], can only reach 4∼5 fps when
connected with a single remote TI.

1 Introduction
Three-dimensional Tele-Immersion (TI) systems aim to
provide a rich communication medium that captures
three-dimensional data from physically separated environments and projects the captured data into a shared virtual space in real time [6, 25]. Due to recent technology
advances, a 3-D TI system can be constructed cheaply using off-the-shelf products. Figure 1 shows a 180-degree
full-body reconstruction from our TI system.

Challenges of compressing TI data. Our TI data is
composed of a stream of points as shown in Figure 1.
Methods have been proposed to compress static or dynamic point data. However, there are issues that have not
yet been addressed in the literature, thus making our compression problem more challenging. The main challenges
include:
1

Step 1: Motion Estimation
point cloud Q

T (P )
Output

model P
Input

residual atlas
R = |Q − T (P )|
Step2: Prediction Residuals
Figure 2: Model driven compression of the point data Q, where P is our model, and T is the motion parameter (e.g., the skeleton
configuration) that transforms P to Q. The prediction residuals R is the difference between T (P ) and Q.

1. real-time constraint,
2. little or no data accumulation, and
3. multiple or no data correspondences.

TI environments and to represent their motions using just
a few parameters, e.g., joint positions and angles.
More specifically, our proposed method compresses
points that represent human motion using motion estimation. Therefore, instead of transmitting the point clouds,
we can simply transmit the motion parameters. This approach is based on the assumption that most points will
move under rigid-body transform along with the skeleton. In reality, point movements may deviate from this
assumption, such as muscle movements and hair or cloth
deformations. Therefore, we further compress the deviations from the rigid movements. As we will see later (in
Section 4), the deviations (we call prediction residuals) in
most cases are small. An overview of this model driven
approach is shown in Figure 2.
Key results. Our compressor provides (tunable) high
compression ratios (from 50:1 to 5000:1) with reasonable
reconstruction quality. Our method can estimate motions
from the data captured by our TI system in real time (10+
fps).

The real-time constraint forbids us to directly use most
of the existing compression methods for point data, e.g.,
the methods [12, 19] designed for off-line compression
(which usually takes tens of seconds to several minutes
to compress a few thousands of points, and our system
creates about 8∼10 thousand points in each frame). The
real-time constraint also requires us to accumulate little
or no data, i.e., the captured data should be transmitted as
soon as they become available. However, data accumulation is usually necessary for the methods that exploit the
temporal coherence [17, 3, 14, 22].
Finding correspondences between two point data is another challenging problem. In many existing motion compression methods [13, 16, 26], the correspondence information is given. This is not the case in our TI data. Moreover, a point in a point set may correspond to zero (e.g.,
due to occlusion) or multiple (reconstructed in multiple
views) points in the next point set.
Our approach. This paper aims to address the problems in TI data compression from a model driven approach. The main idea of this work is to take advantage
of prior knowledge of objects, e.g. human figures, in the

2 Related Work
TI data compression. Only a few methods have been
proposed to compress TI data. Kum et al. [15] pro2

posed an algorithm to compress TI data in real time. Their
method aimed to provide scalability to camera size, network bandwidth, and rendering power. Their method has
5:1 compression ratio. Recently, Yang et al. [24] proposed a real-time compression method to compress depth
and color maps using lossless and lossy compression, respectively. Their method has 15:1 compression ratio. Unfortunately, the volume produced by these real-time compression methods is still too large to be transmitted in real
time.
Motion estimation. Extensive work has been done to
track human motion in images (see surveys [2, 9]). In this
paper, we focus on motion estimation from 3-D points.
A popular method called “Iterative Closest Points”
(ICP) [4, 20] has shown to be an efficient method for
estimating rigid-body motion [23] in real time. For two
given point sets P and Q, ICP first computes corresponding pairs {(pi ∈ P, qi ∈ Q)}. Using these corresponding
pairs, ICP computes a rigid-body transform T for
X
|(T (pi ), qi )|2 .
(1)
error = argmin
T

full bodies [21]. In these methods, ICP is applied to minimize the distance between each
P body part and the point
cloud Q, i.e., error(P, Q) = l error(Pl , Q), where Pl
represents the points of the body part l. However, this approach lacks a global mechanism to oversee the overall
fitting quality. For example, it is common that two body
parts can overlap and a large portion of Q is not ‘covered’ by P . Therefore, considering the global structure as
a whole is needed. To the best of our knowledge, joint
constraint [7, 21] is the only global measure studied.
On the contrary, our ICP-based motion tracking
method, called A RT ICP, considers both joint and global
fitting constraints. More specifically, we propose to estimate the global fitting error as:
global error(P, Q) = |Fe (P ) − Fe (Q)|,

where the function Fe transforms a point set to a space
where the difference is easier to compute. A more detailed discussion on Fe can be found in the next two sections. Note that Eq. 3 also computes the prediction residuals (shown in Figure 2).

i

The main step for solving Eq. 1 (see details in [4]) is to
compute the cross-covariance matrix ΣP Q of the corresponding pairs {pi , qi },
n

ΣP Q

1X
[(pi − µp )(qi − µq )t ] ,
=
n i=1

(3)

3 Motion Estimation
We extend ICP to estimate motion of dynamic point data
in real-time. Our approach uses a computationally more
expensive (may not be real time) initialization to generate
an accurate skeleton of the subject and then a real-time
tracking method will fit the skeleton to the point clouds
captured from the rest of the movements. Several methods, e.g., [5], exist and can provide us an initial skeleton
to start the process. In this paper, we will focus on the
tracking aspect.

(2)

where µp and µq are the centers of {pi } and {qi }, resp.,
and n is the size of {pi , qi }. As outlined in Algorithm 2.1,
ICP iterates these steps until the error is small enough.
An important property of ICP is that the error always
decreases monotonically to a local minimum when Euclidean distance is used for finding corresponding points.

3.1 Model and Segmentation

Algorithm 2.1 ICP(P , Q), Besl and Mckay [4]

Unlike most ICP-based work [18, 8, 7, 21], our method
uses the segmentation of the initial frame to estimate the
motion by taking the advantage of that the appearances of
the initial frame, denoted by P , and the remaining frames
are usually similar. We compute a segmentation of P using a given skeleton S. A skeleton S is organized as a
tree structure, which has a root link, lroot , representing the
torso of the body. Each link has the shape of a cylinder.
After segmentation, each point of P is associated with a

Input. Two point clouds, P and Q
1: repeat
2:
find corresponding points {(pi ∈ P, qi ∈ Q)}
3:
compute error and T in Eq. 1.
4:
P = T (P )
5: until error < τ

ICP has also been applied to estimate motions of articulated objects, e.g., hand [8], head [18], upper [7] and
3

link. A point p is associated with a link l if l is closest to
p. The closeness is computed as the follows:

−
→
 0
~np · l p ≤ 0
closeness(p, l) =
,
1
p∈l
 − dist(p,∂l)/r
e
otherwise
(4)
−
→
where ~np is the normal of p, l p is the vector from (p’s
closest point on) link l to p, ∂l is the surface of the link and
r is the radius of the link. We denote the points associated
with a link l and a skeleton S as Pl and PS , respectively.

3.2

a fashion that the torso (root) of the skeleton is fitted first
and limbs are fitted last. By considering links in this order,
A RT ICP can increase the convergence rate by applying
the transform not only to the link under consideration but
also applies the transform to the children of the link. The
rationale behind this is that a child link, e.g., limbs, generally moves with its parent, e.g., torso. If the child link
does not follow the parent’s movement, the movement of
the child link is generally constrained and is easy to track.
Articulation constraint. We consider the articulation constraint, i.e., the transformed links should remain
jointed, by replacing both of the centers µp and µq in Eq. 2
by the joint position.
Global fitting. Now, after we apply ICP to the individual links, the skeleton S is roughly aligned with the
current point cloud Q but may still be fitted incorrectly
without considering the entire skeleton as a whole. We
consider a global fitting step in Section 3.4.

ICP of Articulated Body

Now, we can start to fit the skeleton S to the next point
cloud Q. Our goal here is to find a rigid-body transform
for each link so the (global) distance between PS and Q
is minimized. The main features of our A RT ICP include:
• Hierarchical fitting for faster convergence,
• articulation constraint,
• monotonic convergence to local minimum guaranteed,
• global error minimization.

3.3 Robustness, Efficiency and Convergence
Real time is one of the most important requirements of our
system. Computing correspondences is the major bottleneck of ICP. Considering additional point attributes, e.g.,
color and normal information, can increase both ICP’s
efficiency and robustness. Some spatial partitioning data
structures, e.g, k-d tree, can also alleviate this problem,
but the performance of these data structures degrades
quickly when the dimensionality of the space becomes
high. Moreover, considering addition attributes usually
does not guarantee monotonically convergence in ICP.
To gain efficiency, robustness, and convergence using
point colors and normals, we construct a data structure
called (n, c)-clustered kd-tree (shown in Figure 3). In this
data structure, we cluster normals using geographic coordinate system and cluster colors using hues and saturations. Then, we construct a k-d tree from the 3-D point
positions in each cluster.
When a point m looks for its corresponding point, ICP
will only exam the points in m’s the neighborhood in a
(n, c)-clustered kd-tree. By doing so we can find better
correspondences efficiently while guarantee that ICP can
always converge to a local minimum. Theorem 3.1 proves
this property.

A RT ICP is outlined in Algorithm 3.1. We will discuss
each of these important features in detail.
Algorithm 3.1 A RT ICP(S, Q)

Input. a skeleton S, and the current point cloud Q.
1: cluster Q
. see Section 3.3
2: q.push(lroot )
. q is a queue
3: while q 6= ∅ do
4:
l ← q.pop()
. l is a link
5:
T ← ICP(Pl , Q)
. T is a rigid-body transform
6:
for each child c of l do
7:
apply T to c
8:
q.push(c)
9: global fitting
. see Section 3.4

Clustering. A RT ICP first clusters the current point
cloud Q. Each cluster has a set of points with similar
outward normals and similar colors. These clusters will
be used in ICP for finding better correspondences. (See
details in Section 3.3.)
Hierarchical ICP. Next, we evoke ICP to compute a
rigid-body transform for each link. Note that we do this in
4

at the beginning, we only need to compute Fe (Q). After
segmenting Q, each link l will have two associated point
sets, Pl and Ql . To measure the difference of Pl and Ql ,
we use a compact shape descriptor: the third moment, µ3 ,
of Pl and Ql . To summarize, our global function is approximated as:

color
n

latitude

π
2

m
kd-tree

− π2
−π

longitude

π

global error(PS , Q) =

Figure 3: A (n, c)-clustered kd-tree. Points n and m only look
for their corresponding points in the gray regions around n and
m.

|µ3 (Pl ) − µ3 (Ql )| .

(5)

l∈S

When the error is above a user-defined threshold, we
start to minimize the global error.
Minimizing global error. To minimize the global error, we iterate between the following two steps: matching
Pl to Ql using ICP and segmenting Q (i.e., computing
a new Ql ). Another benefit of Eq. 5 is that we can distinguish the quality of each link. Therefore, we can just
apply this iteration to the links with intolerably large errors.

Theorem 3.1. Using a (n, c)-clustered kd-tree, ICP can
always converge monotonically to a local minimum.
Proof. Besl and Mckay [4] have shown that ICP can always converge monotonically. An important fact that
makes this true is that the corresponding points of a point
p are always extracted from the same point set Q. The reason why considering point normals may not have monotonic convergence is that in each iteration p’ corresponding point can be extracted from a different subset of Q.
On the contrary, ICP uses a (n, c)-clustered kd-tree will
always search for p’s corresponding point from the same
set of clusters, therefore, is guaranteed to converge monotonically.

3.4

X

4 Prediction Residuals
Motion estimation brings the skeleton S close to the current point cloud Q. However, due to several reasons, e.g.,
non-rigid movements and estimation errors, our model PS
may not match Q exactly. We call the difference between
PS and Q “prediction residuals” (or simply residuals).
Because PS and Q are close to each other, we expect the
residuals to be small. In this section, we present a method
to compute the prediction residuals.
Similar to Eq. 5, we compute
the prediction residuals for each
link by finding the difference between Pl and Ql . However, this
time the difference is measured
by re-sampling the points. More
precisely, we project both Pl and
Ql to a regular 2-D grid embedded in a cylindrical coordinate
system defined by the link l. Because Pl and Ql are now encoded
in regular grids, we can easily
compute the difference, which
can be compressed using image Figure 4: A torso link.
compression techniques. Figure 5

Global Fitting

So far, we only consider fitting each link to the point cloud
independently. However, as we mentioned earlier, considering links independently sometimes causes overlapping
even when the fitting error (Eq. 1) is small! Therefore,
we realize that, in order to get more robust results, it is
necessary to consider the entire skeleton as whole.
Global error. Global fitting error (Eq. 3) is measured
as the difference between the model PS and the current
point cloud Q. Due to the size difference and ambiguous
correspondences of PS and Q, it is not trivial to compute
the difference directly. We need the function Fe to transform PS and Q so that the difference is easier to estimate.
Our selection of Fe has indeed been mentioned before (in
Section 3.1): Segmentation. It is important to note that
the segmentation process is a global method, in which
each link competes with other links to be associated with
a point (using Eq. 4). Because Fe (PS ) is already known
5

illustrates the prediction residual computed from the torso
link in Figure 4. Because this projection is invariant from
a rigid-body transform, we only need to re-sample Ql at
each time step.

5.1 Motion estimation of synthetic data
We study the robustness of our motion estimation using three synthetic data sets, dancing, crouch&flip, and
turning. Each frame in the synthetic data contains about
10,000 points, and 75% of the points are removed randomly to eliminate easy correspondences. The table below shows a summary of the averaged motion estimation
frame rate.
motion
estimated
avg. fps

(a)

(b)

(c)

dance
(Fig. 6)
39.1 fps

crouch&flip
(Fig. 7)
29.6 fps

turn
(Fig. 8)
48.4 fps

tai-chi
(in video)
61.3 fps

The quality of the estimated motion is measured as the
normalized distance offset et between joints, i.e.,

Figure 5: (a) Color and depth maps at time t − 1 of the torso
link in Figure 4. The Y-axis of the maps is parallel to the link.
(b) Color and depth maps at time t of the same torso link. (c)
The differences between the maps at times t − 1 and t.

n

et =

We determine the size of a grid from the shape of a
link l and the size of l’s associated points |Pl |. We make
sure that our grid size is at least 2|Pl | using the following
formulation, i.e., the width and the height of the grid are
2πRl S and Ll S, resp., where Rl andq
Ll are the radius

1 X est
|j − jimocap |,
n · R i=1 i

where, jiest and jimocap are the estimated and mocap joint
positions, resp., and R is the radius of the minimum
bounding ball of the point cloud, i.e., we scale the skeleton so that the entire skeleton is inside a unit sphere.
With and without global constraints. We compare
the difference between the results from the tracking algorithm with and without articulation and global fitting constraints. Figure 6 shows that global constraints do have a
significant influence on motion estimation quality.
Downsampling factor. In this experiment, we study
how point size (% of downsampling) affects the motion
estimation quality. Figure 7 shows that the downsampling
rate does not have a significant influence on the quality (at
least down to 1% for this crouch & flip motion).
Noise level. In this experiment, we study how noise
affects the quality. From Figure 8, it is clear that as we increase the noisiness of the points, the difference between
the estimated motion and the “ground truth” increases.
However, the overall difference remains small even for
very noisy data.

|Pl |
and the length of the link l and S =
πRl Ll . We call
that a grid encodes 100% prediction residuals if the grid
has size 2|Pl |. As we will see later, we can tune the grid
size to produce various compression ratios and qualities.

5 Experimental Results
We use both synthetic and TI data to evaluate our method.
Synthetic data is generated from a polygonal mesh animated using the mocap data from Carnegie Mellon University. We study synthetic data because it provides a
‘ground truth’ for us to evaluate our method. We study
the quality of our model-driven compression on the TI
data with various levels of prediction residuals considered. We also compare our model-driven compression
to H.264 video compression [1] and Yang et al.’s method
[24]. All the experimental results in this section are obtained using a Pentium4 3.2GHz CPU with 512 MB of
RAM. The best way to visualize our results is via the submitted videos.

5.2 Compressing TI data
We evaluate the results of our compression method using
four motion sequences captured by our TI system. These
motions are performed by two dancers, one student and
6

downsampling factor: crouch and flip
0.06
100%
40%
10%
1%

(a)

(b)

normalized error

0.05

(c)

0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

normalized error

global constraints: dance
0

0.2
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
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0
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without global constraints
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Figure 7: Tracking errors with different downsampling factors.
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Figure 6: Top: The postures from (a) motion capture, and (b)
estimation with global constraints and (c) without global constraints. Bottom: Tracking errors with and without global constraints.

noise level

no noise

level 1

level 2

level 3

level 4

noise level: turn
0.14

one tai-chi master. The date captured by our TI system
have about 8 to 10 thousand points in each frame. Because
the TI data is much noisier than the synthetic data and can
have significant missing data, estimating motion from the
TI data is more difficult, thus we use 50% of the initial
point set as our model. The table below shows that we can
still maintain at least 10 fps interactive rate in all studied
cases.
motion
estimated
avg. fps

dancer 1
(Fig 2)
11.9 fps

dancer 2
(Fig 4)
11.5 fps

student
(in video)
12.5 fps

no noise
noise level 1
noise level 2
noise level 3
noise level 4

normalized error

0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

time step

tai-chi master
(Fig 10)
12.6 fps

Figure 8: Tracking errors with different noise intensities.
computing PSNRs w.r.t the uncompressed data. Typical PSNR values in image compression are between 20
and 40 dB. We considered three compression levels, i.e.,
compression without residuals and with 50% and 100%
residuals. We see that encoding residuals indeed generate better reconstruction than that without residuals by 4
dB. Figure 9 provides an even stronger evidence that considering residuals always produces better reconstructions
for all frames. Another important observation is that the
compression quality remains to be the same (around 30)
for the entire motion. Figure 10 shows that the difference
is more visible when the prediction residuals are not considered.

Quality. Unlike synthetic data, we do not have a
ground truth to evaluate the quality in the TI data. Instead,
we directly measured the quality of our method as the difference between the point data before and after our modeldriven compression. More specifically, we compute the
“peak signal-to-noise ratio” (PSNR) of the images rendered from uncompressed and compressed point data. In
our experiments, two sets of images (one for each point
set) are rendered from six (60 degree separated) camera
views in each frame. The results of our study are summarized in Table 1.
In Table 1, we compare the reconstruction quality by
7

Table 1: Compression quality. The “peak signal-to-noise ratio” (PSNR) is computed between rendered
pP images of the
255
2
compressed and uncompressed point data. PSNR is defined as: 20 log 10 ( rmse
), where rmse =
i |Ii − Ji | is the
root mean squared error of images I and J. We also measure the qualify by varying the levels of residual considered.
A compression with x% residuals means its residual maps are x% smaller than the full residual maps.
motion
no residuals
avg. PSNR
25% residuals
100% residuals

(a)

dancer 1
23.87 dB
25.77 dB
27.95 dB

(b)

dancer 2
24.10 dB
26.18 dB
28.27 dB

(c)

student
25.82 dB
27.96 dB
29.91 dB

(d)

tai-chi master
26.27 dB
28.75 dB
30.83 dB

(e)

Figure 10: Reconstructions from the compressed data and their differences with the uncompressed data. (a) Uncompressed data.

(b) Compressed without residuals. (c) Difference between (a) and (b). (d) Compressed with residuals. (e) Difference between (a)
and (d).

pression ratio by varying the level of residuals considered
during encoding. We summarize our experimental results
in Table 2.
We would like to note that because our method is fundamentally different from the other two methods we can
achieve very high compression ratio while maintaining
reasonable reconstruction quality (as shown earlier). Both
Yang et al.’s and H.264 are image (or video)-based compressions, which take color and depth images as their
input and output. On the contrary, our model-driven
compression converts the color and depth images to motion parameters and prediction residuals. Moreover, even
though H.264 provides high quality and high ratio compression, H.264 is not a real-time compression for the
amount of data that we considered in this work.

taichi
36
100% residuals
no residuals

34

PSNR

32
30
28
26
24
22
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

time step

Figure 9: PSNR values from the tai-chi motion. Each point in
the plot indicates a PSNR value.

Compression Ratio. One of the motivations of this
work is that no existing TI compression methods can provide high compression ratios. In this experiment, we show
that our model-driven compression method can achieve
50:1 to 5000:1 compression ratios. As we have shown earlier, our compression method can provide different com-

6 Discussion and Future Work
We proposed a model driven compression method to convert point set data to a few motion parameters and a set of
8

Table 2: Compression ratio. Both Yang et al.’s [24] and H.264 (we use and implementation from [1]) compression
methods took the color and depths images as their input and output. The compression ratio of H.264 reported in this
table is obtained using 75% of its best quality. We use jpeg and png libraries to compress color and depth residuals,
respectively.
motion

size before compression
compression
ratio

Yang et al. [24]
H.264 [1]
no residuals
25% residuals
100% residuals

dancer 1

dancer 2

student

tai-chi master

142.82 MB

476.07 MB

1.14 GB

988.77 MB

11.36
64.04
1490.31
195.62
66.54

11.73
53.78
3581.52
173.52
55.33

10.23
32.04
5839.59
183.80
60.29

14.41
49.58
5664.55
183.82
61.43

residual maps, whose size can be tuned adaptively according to available space and time. Our motion estimation
method, A RT ICP, can efficiently estimate the motions
from synthetic and TI data at interactive rates (10∼60
frames per second).
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